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Density, sp3 fraction, and cross-sectional structure of amorphous carbon films determined by
x-ray reflectivity and electron energy-loss spectroscopy
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Grazing-angle x-ray reflectivity~XRR! is described as an efficient, nondestructive, parameter-free means to
measure the mass density of various types of amorphous carbon films down to the nanometer thickness range.
It is shown how XRR can also detect layering if it is present in the films, in which case the reflectivity profile
must be modeled to derive the density. The mass density can also be derived from the valence electron density
via the plasmon energy, which is measured by electron energy-loss spectroscopy~EELS!. We formally define
an interband effective electron massm* , which accounts for the finite band gap. Comparison of XRR and
EELS densities allows us to fit an averagem* 50.87m for carbon systems,m being the free-electron mass. We
show that, within the Drude-Lorentz model of the optical spectrum,m* 5@12n(0)22#m, wheren(0) is the
refractive index at zero optical frequency. The fraction ofsp2 bonding is derived from the carbonK-edge
EELS spectrum, and it is shown how a choice of ‘‘magic’’ incidence and collection angles in the scanning
transmission electron microscope can givesp2 fraction values that are independent of sample orientation or
anisotropy. We thus give a general relationship between mass density andsp3 content for carbon films.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The sp3 fraction, the clustering of thesp2 phase, and
hydrogen and nitrogen content are the key structural par
eters that determine the properties of amorphous carb
Electron energy-loss spectroscopy~EELS! is currently the
preferred method to obtain thesp3 content from the size o
the p* peak in the carbonK-edge absorption spectrum. Th
low-energy-loss spectrum gives the valence plasmon en
and thereby the mass density, which is closely related to
sp3 fraction. EELS has been widely used to study the bo
ing in many carbon systems such as conducting polym
fullerenes, nanotubes, diamond, and disordered carbons1–10

EELS has also been used to probe the cross-sectional s
ture of diamondlike carbon~DLC! films.11 However, EELS
is a destructive and time-consuming method. EELS also
quires a choice of an electron ‘‘effective mass’’ to derive t
mass density from the plasmon energy.12

Grazing-incidence x-ray reflectivity~XRR! is a widely
used nondestructive method to determine the structure
thin films and particularly of multilayered films.13–18 It can
be used on all different kinds of amorphous carbon thin fil
to obtain information on density, roughness, and cro
sectional layering without any sample preparation
damage.19 From the measurement of the critical angle f
total external reflection, the total electron density can
measured, from which the mass density can be derived
rectly. XRR also gives information on layering, without th
complex sample preparation needed for cross-secti
EELS.

XRR has previously been used to study pure and hyd
genated carbon films,20–28generally to measure their densit
Lucas, Nguyen, and Kortright22 used XRR to follow the den-
sity changes due to the annealing of sputtered amorph
carbon (a-C) films. Martinez-Mirandaet al.28 used XRR to
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follow the density evolution during annealing of high
sp3-bonded tetrahedral amorphous carbon (ta-C) films. Fin-
deisenet al.24 combined neutron and x-ray reflectivity to de
termine both the density and the H content of hydrogena
amorphous carbon (a-C:H) films. Logothetidis and
Stergioudis21 studied the relationship between roughness a
thickness in sputtereda-C. Zhanget al.27 made a thorough
investigation of the effects of bias voltage and deposit
pressure ona-C:H. Lucas, Nguyen, and Kortright22 first re-
ported a multilayer structure for dc magnetron sputte
a-C. Martinez-Mirandaet al.28 suggested the presence of
multilayer structure in ta-C grown by pulsed laser deposit
~PLD!, which was confirmed by using a combination
high-resolution transmission electron microscopy~TEM!,
Rutherford backscattering~RBS!, and XRR.29

Four methods are mainly used to determine the mass
sity of carbon films: flotation, weight gain, RBS, and th
EELS plasmon energy. The density values from each met
generally agree for denser materials such as ta-C,30 even
though with broad data scattering.10,32,33 However, weight
gain gives lower values than flotation and plasmon ene
for porous materials because the latter measure the m
scopic density.33 RBS is usually combined with profilometry
resulting in wide error bars. The derivation of density fro
the plasmon energy requires a choice of an electron effec
mass. However, due to the lack of a precise definition
such an effective mass, different masses have been use
various groups,10,32–34resulting in different densities for the
same plasmon energies.

In this paper we give a procedure to collect and anal
plasmon-energy data, and we formally define an interb
effective electron mass, which is linked to the electron
band structure. XRR and EELS both probe the electron d
sity of thin films; XRR the total electron density and EEL
the valence electron density, so the combination of XRR a
11 089 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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TABLE I. Density, cross sectional structure, roughness~from XRR! andsp3 content~from EELS! for different sets of films analyzed in
this paper. In the density column we report the density of the thickest layer, for layered films. Details on interface and surface layer
and thickness are reported in the third column, if good simulations could be achieved.

Sample Density~g/cm3! Thickness~nm! and layering
Roughness

~61 Å!
sp3

content~%!

ta-C single-bend FCVA2290 V 2.8660.02 ~bulk! Layered 7 76
ta-C single-bend FCVA2250 V 3.1260.02 ~bulk! 64~bulk!14 ~surf. 2.3 g/cm3! 10
ta-C single-bend FCVA2200 V 3.0360.02 ~bulk! Layered~Fig. 4! 6 81
ta-C single-bend FCVA280 V 3.2460.02 ~bulk! 63.5 bulk17 ~surf. 2.7 g/cm3!, Fig. 3 6.5 87
ta-C single-bend FCVA floating 2.9160.02 ~bulk! Layered 8 78
ta-C single-bend FCVA110 V 2.7160.02 ~bulk! 27.5~interface, 2.56 g/cm3!137~bulk!19~surf.,2.43

g/cm3), Fig. 4
5 73

ta-C S-bend FCVA2300 V 3.1760.03 70~bulk!12 ~surf. 1.7 g/cm3! 4 85
ta-C S-bend FCVA2100 V 3.2660.03 76, Fig. 3 8 88
ta-C S-bend FCVA220 V 3.1360.03 84 7 86

ta-C PLD 9 J/cm2 2.8860.02 ~bulk! 6 ~interface 2.47 g/cm3!158.5~bulk!130.5~surf., 2.74
g/cm3!, Fig. 4

8

ta-C PLD 20 J/cm2 3.060.02 ~bulk! Layered

ta-C:N FCVA1ECWR ~14% N! 2.75 ~bulk! 5 ~interface 2.4 g/cm3!127.5~bulk!12~surf, 2 g/cm3!, Fig.
3b

6 64

ta-C:N FCVA1ECWR ~20% N! 2.53 ~bulk! 3 ~interface 2 g/cm3!129.5nm~bulk!12~surf., 1.75 g/cm3! 6 57

ta-C:H ECWR ~25% H! 2.3960.03 82 70
ta-C:H ECWR ~30% H! 2.1360.03 95.5, Fig. 3 5.5 70
ta-C:H PBS~40% H! 1.660.035 65
ta-C:H:N ECWR ~29% H, 16% N! 1.9460.03 78.5~bulk!11.5~surf.!, Fig. 3 6

a-C:H PECVD diamondlike 1.6360.035 240, Fig. 2 5 58
a-C:H PECVD polymeric 1.360.04 ~bulk! 255~bulk!16 ~surf. 0.9 g/cm3!, Fig. 2.3

a-C magnetron sputtering 1.7260.035 Layered, Fig. 2.3 5 ,20
a-C cluster assembled 0.9– 1.4 ¯ ¯ ;10
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EELS allows a direct estimate of the effective mass. Inde
we could fit a unique average effective mass for alla-Cs and
diamond and thereby a general relation between density
coordination for carbons.

XRR is also a powerful tool to probe the cross-sectio
layering of films. Analyzing a variety of films grown in dif
ferent conditions, we find that extremely uniform or layer
films can result from the same deposition system.

We also review the effects of probe convergence on
core-level electron energy loss of uniaxial materials, sho
ing its implications for graphite and extending it to analy
the sp2 phase in amorphous carbon films. We show how
choice of the convergence and collection angle will mi
mize anisotropy effects.35,36 We thus find the optimum con
ditions to estimate thesp3 fraction of a-C films.8 We then
discuss the residual effects of anisotropy of thesp2 bond on
the loss spectrum of amorphous carbon films, even if co
posed of an isotropic random distribution ofsp2 bonds.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Samples

We analyzed different types of carbon films:ta-C, hydro-
genated ta-C (ta-C:H), nitrogen-containing ta-C and
ta-C:H, a-C:H, and sputtereda-C, together with nanostruc
d,

nd

l

e
-

a
-

-

tureda-C formed by cluster-beam deposition~Table I!. All
samples were deposted on Si substrates. DLC is define
an amorphous carbon film containing a sizable fraction
sp3 bonding. The properties of DLC depend primarily on t
mean ion energy used for deposition. Five sets ofta-C films
were analyzed. The first set was deposited on a single-b
filtered cathodic vacuum arc~FCVA! system10 with different
bias voltages of2290, 2200, and280 V, the floating po-
tential, and110 V. The ion energy can be estimated by t
magnitude of the bias voltage plus the plasma self-energ
;10–20 eV. A second series ofta-C films was deposited a
220, 2100, and2300 V on anS-bend FCVA.37 A third
series of ta-C films was deposited using a single-be
FCVA at a fixed bias voltage of280 V with increasing
deposition times~20, 30, 45, 60, and 90 s!. A fourth series of
ta-C was deposited with a floating potential with increasi
deposition times~25, 50, and 75 s! using the defocused beam
of an S-bend FCVA to achieve a very low deposition ra
and thus ultrathin films. The fifth series was deposited
PLD at a laser fluence of 1, 9, 20, and 31 J/cm2.38 In PLD,
ta-C properties depend on the laser fluence, which cont
the effective ion energy, which increases with fluence.38

Three series ofta-C:H films were obtained from differen
electron cyclotron wave resonance~ECWR! sources~one
slightly capacitively coupled! with an acetylene plasma an
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an ion energy ranging from 80 to 170 eV.39 Theseta-C:H
films contained approximately 30 at. % H, according to el
tic recoil detection analysis~ERDA!.39 The third series con-
sisted of two ultrathinta-C:H films. Oneta-C:H film was
deposited from methane with a plasma beam source,40 and
ERDA gave a hydrogen content of;40 at. %. Three
ta-C:H:N films were deposited by an ECWR source fro
N2/C2H2 gas mixtures. Their composition is known from
combination of ERDA and x-ray photoemission spectr
copy ~XPS!.41 Two ta-C:N films were deposited by a com
bination of a carbon plasma from a FCVA and a nitrog
plasma from an ECWR.42 Threea-C:H films were deposited
from methane using a plasma enhanced chemical va
deposition~PECVD! reactor: two of them with an estimate
H content;30 at. %, and one polymeric with an estimated
content of;40–50 at. %. Onea-C sample was deposited b
dc magnetron sputtering.43 Two nanostructureda-C films
were produced by a carbon-cluster-beam source, u
beams of different average cluster size.44 This range of films
is wider than covered by previous groups.

B. X-ray reflectivity

The refractive index of x rays in solids is slightly less th
unity, so external reflection occurs at low angles of in
dence. As the grazing-incidence angleu i increases above
critical angle uc, x rays start to penetrate the film. XR
measures the intensity reflected in the specular direc
(u i5u r) as a function of the grazing-incidence angle.

The XRR curves were measured on a Bede Scien
GIXR reflectometer, with a Bede EDRa scintillation dete
tor. The source was a copper target x-ray tube operated a
kV and 40 mA, monochromatized to the CuKb (l
51.3926 Å). The specular reflectivity curves were taken a
function of incidence angle using au–2u scan, with the de-
tector stepped at twice the step of the specimen. Specula
off-specular reflectivity curves were measured for ea
sample, withu i varying in the range 09– 80009, with a step
of 209. An 0.1° offset of the sample angle was used for
off-specular measurements. The true specular reflecti
curves were obtained by subtracting the off-specular fr
the specular measurement to remove the forward diff
scatter.

XRR probes a macroscopic area of sample. The x-
beam width is 1–5 mm, while the beam is 100mm high. At
very small angles of incidence, the footprint on the sampl
1–5 mm by 1–2 cm. This is particularly significant whe
comparing roughness from XRR to atomic force microsco
~AFM! or scanning tunneling microscopy~STM!, where the
area probed is typically only 0.1–1mm2. The XRR curves of
laterally inhomogeneous films are a convolution of differe
periods~i.e., the fringes are less marked!. XRR provides an
average characterization for films containing inhomogene
regions. A typical case is the presence of heterogeneous
roparticles randomly distributed in the film: an average d
sity is found, but no extra layering is evidenced.

Data were extracted by fitting to the experimental curv
simulated reflectivity curve using the BedeREFS-MERCURY

software package. This uses Parrat’s recursive formalism
the Fresnel equations to calculate the reflected wave am
tude and thus the reflected intensity.13–17A genetic algorithm
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is used to minimize the logarithm of the difference in t
absolute intensity between the simulated and experime
curve, as the model parameters are adjusted by the comp
Atomic scale roughness causes x rays to be scattered
the specular beam, giving rise to a weaker specular refle
beam. Thus the intensity falls faster than the (2u)24 law of
a perfectly smooth surface. By combining specular and
fuse scatter, genuine surface roughness can be sepa
from compositional grading~i.e., smooth variations of den
sity along the direction normal to the interface!, which also
results in a rate of fall faster than (2u)24.15 Surface and
interface roughnesses were incorporated within the distor
wave Born approximation using a Gaussian variation of
electron density gradient, to get rms roughnesses. The B
wave approximation models the attenuation of the spec
scatter, caused by the presence of roughness at the inter
with the inclusion of a Debye-Waller factor

I spec5I 0 exp~2qz
2s2!, ~1!

whereqz is the component of the scattering vector normal
the film ands is the rms roughness. From conservation
energy, the diffuse intensity can be expressed as

I diff5I 02I spec5I 0@12exp~2qz
2s2!#. ~2!

The ratio of the integrated diffuse intensity to the integra
specular intensity therefore depends only on the scatte
vector and the roughness of the interface:45

I diff

I spec
5exp~qz

2s2!21. ~3!

Thus the surface roughness is deduced by measuring th
tegrated intensity of the diffuse and specular scatter i
transverse scan in which the detector angle~andqz! is fixed
and the detector scans through the specular condition.
method assumes that all diffuse scatter is accessible. Th
not true in general and may underestimate the roughne18

For multiple interfaces,45 it is still possible to obtain esti-
mates of the roughness, if the interface roughness is un
related~as here! from one interface to the other. The valu
obtained is an average from all the interfaces. Simulati
show that in our films this method is sensitive mainly to t
surface roughness, due to the small differences in elec
density across internal surfaces. Macroparticles eventu
present on the surface do not influence the roughness d
mination if their size is larger than the x-ray coheren
length.

C. Electron energy-loss spectroscopy

The EELS measurements were carried out on a VG
scanning transmission electron microscope~STEM!
equipped with a dedicated spectrometer with a McMul
parallel EELS detection system. The samples were prep
for microscopy by removing the Si substrates with
HF:HNO3:H2O ~1:8:4! etching solution and placing film seg
ments on Cu grids.10 40 carbonK-edge spectra were col
lected for each sample, as well as the low-loss spect
containing the plasmon and the zero-loss electrons. B
spectra were deconvoluted by the Fourier logarithm ra
with the spectra of the electron beam passing throu
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11 092 PRB 62A. C. FERRARIet al.
vacuum.46 The background was then removed from the c
bon K edges, followed by the removal of multiple scatteri
by deconvolution with the low-loss spectrum by the S
phens method.46 The p* peak at 285 eV of the carbonK
edge was fitted by a Gaussian, and its area was normaliz
the area of thes* edge in the window 284–310 eV, follow
ing Berger, McKenzie, and Martin.9 The sp2 content is ob-
tained by referencing this ratio to its value for graphite
described in Sec. III D.9,10 The plasmon energy is derived b
fitting the energy-loss function to the single plasmon peak
described in Sec. III E.

All spectra are collected at a convergence angle of
mrad and an acceptance angle of 7 mrad, for 100-keV e
trons. This ensures that all sample directions are equ
probed at theK-edge energy, so the results should be in
pendent of any anisotropy in the films~see Sec. III D!.35

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. XRR theory

The x-ray refractive index of a material with elementsj of
atomic numberZj , molar massesM j , densityr j is given
by14

n512
NA

2p
r 0l2(

j

r j

M j
f j , ~4!

wherer 05e2/4p«0mc2 is the classical electron radius,m is
the electron mass, andNA is the Avogadro number. The
parameter
c

;

re
th

gle
-

-

to

s

s

.4
c-
lly
-

f j5Zj1 f j81 i f j9 ~5!

includes dispersive and absorptive corrections, which
only significant near an absorption edge. Thusn can be writ-
ten as

n512d2 ib, ~6!

with

d5
r 0l2

2 (
j

r j

M j
~Zj1 f j8!, ~7!

b5
NA

2p
r 0l2(

j

r j

M j
f j95m

l

4p
, ~8!

wherem is the linear absorption coefficient in cm21, given
by the product of the mass attenuation coefficient and
density.m;3r for carbon atl51.3926 Å.47

Applying Snell’s law at the air/film interface gives th
critical angle

uc5A2d5lANAr 0

p (
j

r j

M j
~Zj1 f j8!. ~9!

uc is usually very small, e.g., atl51.3926 Å it is 0.201° for
Si and 0.245° for diamond. It is useful to consider thr
elements in our films, carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen, so
uc5lANAr 0

p
r

XC~ZC1 f C8 !1XH~ZH1 f H8 !1XN~ZN1 f N8 !

XCMC1XHMH1XNMN
, ~10!
k in

uc-

en
nd
where r is the overall mass density andXj is the atomic
fraction of elementj. At l51.3926 Å,f j8;1022,47 so we
take f j850 and obtain, withXH512XC2XN :

FIG. 1. Specular reflection of x rays under grazing inciden
from a single layer of refractive indexn1 and thicknessd on a
substrate of refractive indexn2. u i is the grazing-incidence angle
u r is the reflectance angle. For a typicalu i55 – 10 mrad, given the
beam cross-section perpendicular to the specimen of;100mm and
a width of 1–5 mm, the footprint on the sample is;1 – 5 mm
31 – 2 cm. Note that in the XRR profiles the increase in the
flected intensity before the critical angle is related to the size of
sample with respect to the variable beam footprint at small an
of incidence. The simulation software takes this into account.
r5
p2c2«0

3l2NAe2 MCmuc
2 11XC113XN11

5XC16XN11
. ~11!

Note that the dependence on the H content is quite wea
the usual rangeXH510– 50 % ~e.g., r52.3 g/cm3 if XH
50.1 and 2.16 g/cm3 if XH50.5, withXN50, uc57209, and
l51.3926 Å!.

For a thin layer deposited on a substrate~Fig. 1!, the two
reflected rays can interfere and, from Snell’s law, constr
tive interference occurs when

u i
25uc

21
l2

4d2 ~k11/2!2 when n1,n2 , ~12!

u i
25uc

21
l2

4d2 k2 when n1,n2 , ~13!

respectively, whered is the thickness andk is an integer. For
u i.2uc the fringe period givesDu'l/2d, so the thickness
is found from the fringe period. This formalism has be
extended by Parrat to treat multiple interfaces a
multilayers.13
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B. XRR results

Some films such asta-C:H have a density similar to o
just less than Si~2.33 g/cm3!. Thus the observed critica
angle is the Si critical angle and not that of the film. The fi
only perturbs the shape of the critical angle and the refl
tivity curve must be simulated to extract the film density. F
less dense films such as cluster-assembled carbon fi
a-C:H or a-C, a double critical angle is seen, allowing
better determination of the density. If the film density is le
than the substrate, x rays first penetrate the film, when
incidence angle exceeds the film critical angle, and the
flectivity falls sharply due to absorption in the film, until the
are totally externally reflected at the film-substrate interfa
When the incidence angle exceeds the larger substrate
cal angle, x rays penetrate the substrate and the reflect
falls further, as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 2. X-ray specular reflectivity profile for sputtereda-C,
diamondlikea-C:H, polymerica-C:H and cluster-assembled films
Their electron density is lower than the silicon substrate, so t
show a double critical angle, as indicated.

FIG. 3. Representative x-ray reflectivity profiles from vario
films: a-C, a-C:H, ta-C:H, ta-C:H:N, ta-C, and ta-C:N. ~A!
Layered films;~B! uniform films.
c-
r
s,

s
e

e-

.
iti-
ity

Figure 3~b! shows a typical XRR curve for ata-C:H film.
There is only one fringe period, i.e., there is a single lay
The fringe period gives the film thickness directly. Ve
good simulations of the measured curves were obtained
these films, including a 1–2 nm layer of different density
the film-substrate interface@possibly composed of Si, C, an
O ~Refs. 22 and 11!# and sometimes a;1 nm layer at the
surface.ta-C:H films from the more capacitively couple
ECWR have a density of 2.3–2.4 g/cm3, while the others
have densities in the range 2.1–2.23 g/cm3 ~Table I!. A simi-
lar behavior was found forta-C:H:N films ~Table I!, Fig.
3~b!. These films were 80–100-nm thick.

Similar results were obtained fora-C:H, with the main
difference of a clear double critical angle. We find a dens
of 1.64–1.74 g/cm3 for the diamondlikea-C:H and 1.3 g/cm3

for the polymerica-C:H @Figs. 2 and 3~a!#. The simulation of
the latter film required two layers of 3.5 and 5.8 nm of low
density~0.85 and 0.87 g/cm3! at the Si/C and C/air interface
Thesea-C:H films were 160–240-nm thick.

The magnetron sputtereda-C film shows a clear double
critical angle, corresponding to a density of 1.7 g/cm3, Fig. 2.
Figure 3~a! shows three different fringe periods, correspon
ing to 360 nm~total thickness! and 40 and 5 nm~surface
layers!, with a density of the surface layers varying betwe
1.7 and 1.15g/cm3.

A clear double critical angle is seen for the nanostructu
a-C films, Fig. 2. The density varies from 0.8 to 1.4 g/cm3

accordingly with the cluster size during deposition. Film
grown with smaller clusters have higher density.44

For ta-C films, there is a single critical angle from th
film, as its density is larger than the substrate. The error
density is less than for hydrogenated films~Table I!. Densi-
ties up to 3.26 g/cm3 were obtained for an;88% sp3 film
grown on theS-bend FCVA.

The reflectivity curves of someta-C films grown on the
single-bend FCVA show fringes with multiple periodicitie
indicating the presence of a significant layering, not just 1
nm at the surface or interface.29 If a film consists of a dense
bulk layer, with a less dense top and a bottom layer,
critical angle~and thus the resulting density! is that of the
bulk layer. Thus, in general, we obtain the critical angle a
density of the densest layer, and not the average film den
which requires a fit of the multilayer structure.

In more detail, the penetration depth for incidence abo
the critical angle is48,49,29

D5
l

2pq
, ~14!

where

q5A~uc
22u i

2!1Auc
22u i

2)214b2

2
, ~15!

andb is defined in Eq.~8!. From Eqs.~14!, ~15!, and~8!, the
penetration depth at the critical angle,Dc , as a function of
carbon mass density and absorption coefficient, is

Dc5A l

pm
, ~16!

y
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11 094 PRB 62A. C. FERRARIet al.
so Dc;385@r(g/cm3)#20.5nm for carbon atl51.3926 Å.47

At uc x rays start to penetrate and the rapid fall in inte
sity defines the critical angle.Dc is smaller for larger densi
ties. For a density;3 g/cm3 Dc is ;200–250 nm. If the
surface layer is thicker thanDc , we would directly see, in
the specular scan, the critical angle corresponding to the
sity of the firstDc nanometers of this surface layer. In o
case, the surface layer is usually less than 10 nm and so
x rays penetrate without giving a ‘‘surface’’ critical angl
We thus directly see the density of the bulk layer~of its
upper part, limited by the penetration depth at this densi!.
If the surface region has a density gradient, or if the disti
tion between the bulk and the surface layer is not sharp,
critical angle may be less well defined and may refer to
average density of a surface region whose thickness is
fined by the penetration depth. Thus, for layered films,
reflectivity curve must be simulated to get densities of
other layers and thus the average density. Note that our
nition of Dc gives values;5 times bigger thanDc derived
by Siegalet al.,29 but in agreement with critical angles ob
tained from simulations of structures composed of high- a
low-density layers of various thicknesses. This differen
stems from a different definition of the characteristic pene
tion depth at the critical angle, given the large gradient oD
arounduc . However, Eq.~16! accounts better for the mea
sured critical angles.

Figure 3~a! shows the reflectivity curve of a single-ben
FCVA film grown at280 V bias. We can see a short perio
due to the overall film thickness and a long period due t
less dense 7 nm surface layer. Other films have more c
plex curves; see Fig. 4. The number of layers and their d
sity, thickness, and roughness all vary, and the density of
top and bottom layers~and possibly of bulk! is probably not
constant~e.g., the interfaces are not sharp!, while the sp3

content does not vary so much with bias~Table I!. Simula-
tion of such structures is difficult.

Figure 4~a! shows a simulation in which a three-lay
model gives a reasonable account of the measured refle
ity of the ta-C film grown at 110 V. The sharp uniform
layer approach failed for the first series of single-bend FC

FIG. 4. X-ray reflectivity profiles from heavily layered FCVA
and PLDta-C films. ~A! also compares the simulated XRR cur
of a single-bendta-C grown at110 V with the measured one;~B!
compares the measured and simulated curve for a PLDta-C. The
structure resulting from the simulations is reported in Table I.
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films grown at higher energies, as the density is not cons
in each layer. The total film thickness of these films is 50–
nm. XRR alone cannot fully describe such complex film
Combining XRR and cross-sectional HRTEM could give
better starting point for fitting reflectivity curves, leading to
better determination of the density of the single layers.
estimate of the average film density can be obtained fr
EELS ~see Sec. III E!. The different cross-sectional structu
of this first series ofta-C films was confirmed by Siega
et al.29 through HRTEM. Single-bend FCVA films at280 V
have always been considered ideal films, having the high
density andsp3 content.10 These results would also sugge
that they are also the most uniform, with the thickest bu
layer and thinnest interfaces. We found similar layered str
tures for PLDta-C films; see Fig. 4~b!. Layering in
PLD ta-C was found also by Siegalet al.29 They also re-
ported the presence of a Bragg scattering peak attribute
quasiperiodical nanometer-sized regions of localized st
fields. However, we never detected such a peak in our fil
irrespective of the deposition system.

In contrast, films grown on theS-bend FCVA show much
higher uniformity and only weak dependence of density a
layering on the substrate bias~Table I!. Surface layers neve
exceed 1–2 nm. The thickest one, 2 nm, is on a film grown
2300 V bias. The largest bulk density is 3.26 g/cm3, corre-
sponding to;88% sp3 content. The high uniformity in
these films was confirmed by Brillouin scattering, as an o
timum fit of the experimental data was obtained with a sin
layer film.50 In contrast, Brillouin data of the280 V single-
bend FCVA film could not be fitted by one layer.50

The top surface rms roughness is 5–8 Å for all film
~Table I!. The roughness of the nanostructured carbon film
too large@.10 nm ~Ref. 44!# to be properly determined.

Figure 5 shows XRR data on ultrathinta-C and ta-C:H
films, indicating the ease of XRR to measure films in t
nanometer range. In particular, the structure of the thinn
ta-C film, deposited at the floating potential, consisted

FIG. 5. X-ray reflectivity profiles from ultrathinta-C and
ta-C:H films, the nominal thickness is also indicated. The struct
resulting from simulations is reported in Table II.
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TABLE II. Density, cross-sectional structure, and roughness from XRR for a series ofta-C films grown with a single-bend FCVA for
increasing deposition times and for two series of ultrathinta-C andta-C:H films grown with theS-bend FCVA and the ECWR sources. Th
density column gives the density of the thickest layer. Details on the interface and surface layer densities and thickness are repo
third column.

Increasing
deposition time~s! Density ~cm3! Thickness~nm! and layering Roughness~61 Å!

ta-C single bend
FCVA 280 V

20 3.2060.02 2.3~interface, 2.75 g/cm3!112.7~bulk! 4.5
30 3.2060.02 1.4~interface, 2.35 g/cm3!125.2~bulk! 5
45 3.2060.02 2~interface, 2.7 g/cm3!144~bulk! 5.5
60 3.2060.02 3.1~interface, 2.6 g/cm3!157.8~bulk! 9.5
90 3.2060.02 2.2~interface, 2.9 g/cm3!171.5~bulk! 10

Ultrathin S-bend FCVA,
floating pot., defocused beam

25 3.05– 3.10 0.5 – 0.8 (interface, 2 – 2.2 g/cm3)13 – 3.5
10.5– 0.8 (surf. 2 – 2.5g/cm3), Fig. 5

,10

50 323.2 0.5–1.5 (interface, 2 – 2.2 g/cm3)14.510.5 (surf.) 8
75 3–3.2 1.5 (interface, 2.5 g/cm3)14.8

11.7– 1.8 (surf. 2.2– 2.4 g/cm3)
4

Ultrathin ta-C:H ECWR
7 2.1 2 – 3(interface, 2 – 2.1 g/cm3)12.3– 3.2

12 (surf. 1.5 g/cm3), Fig. 5
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3–3.5 nm of 3.05–3.1 g/cm3 density with a 0.5–0.8-nm sur
face layer of 2–2.5 g/cm3 density and a 0.5–1-nm interfac
layer ~Table II!.

C. XRR discussion

These results show how XRR gives considerable inform
tion on density, roughness, thickness, and layering in a
and nondestructive way. Thea-C:H films consist mainly of a
bulk layer, sometimes with very thin Si/C and C/air inte
faces. The cross-sectional structure varies weakly with
energy. Zhanget al.27 reported an increase of surface a
interface roughness~from 0.5 to 1.5 nm! and interface layer
thickness~from 3 to 5 nm! for a-C:H deposited with increas
ing ion energy. In contrast, we found a difference in t
cross-sectional nanostructure of theta-C series grown with
single-bend and double-bend FCVA. Furthermore, a sign
cant surface layer is found in sputtereda-C grown at much
lower ion energy thanta-C. Although ;1 nm thick layers
are predicted by subplantation,51,52 it is not possible to ex-
plain within this theory the development of such complica
structures as those shown in Fig. 4. Siegalet al.29 proposed
heavy layering as an intrinsic property ofta-C. However, we
find that layering is just a by-product of plasma fluctuatio
during deposition and can thus be completely eliminated

Indeed, our data clearly show that it is possible to gr
very uniform ta-C and that heavy layering is not necessa
but depends on deposition conditions. TheS-bend and
single-bend FCVA work on the same principle. TheS-bend
FCVA provides better filtering of the macroparticles.37,53

There is no fundamental physical reason why one mach
should produce uniform films and the other more laye
ones. Siegalet al.29 proposed that the formation of the bu
denser layer is due to backscattering of C atoms from th
substrate, predicting a scaling of the interface layer with
-
st

n

-

d

s

e
d

Si
n

energy. However, this mechanism cannot explain why
layers are well over 1 nm thick, which is the range of C io
at the usual 10–400 eV deposition energies.51 The range is
clearly even smaller for C atoms backscattered at the Si s
strate. This cannot also explain layers in sputtereda-C,
grown at very low deposition energy. Siegalet al.29 also pro-
posed that the less dense surface layer should originat
counteract the stress energy resulting from the growth p
cess. However, our layered and uniformta-C films have
comparable stresses of;10 GPa, thus showing that n
stress-releasing-induced layering is present. Note also
the structure of the ultrathinS-bend ta-C films resembles
that of thickerS-bend films, with a scaling of the bulk laye
but not of the surface and interface ones~these are;1 nm in
both thick and thin films!.

A hint of the origin of the layering comes by considerin
the plasma in a FCVA or an ECWR. An ECWR plasma c
run with extreme stability for hours. A FCVA plasma
much less stable. The plasma lasts for 3–4 min and the c
ode spot moves during the deposition, sometimes requi
repositioning in the center and restriking the plasma.53 This
causes plasma fluctuations. We first checked the possibl
fluence of triggering of the arc duringta-C deposition, by
producing a film in a single strike or in more than one strik
As reported before,11 the structure is unchanged, suggesti
that triggering itself has negligible effect on the growth pr
cess. However, plasma instabilities and transients in ion
ergy and current density during the deposition could be
sponsible for the layering. We thus produced a series of fi
with increasing deposition times, from 20 to 90 s at280 V,
using the single-bend FCVA. A new cathode was used
extreme care was taken to position the striker during
deposition. As shown in Table II, no surface layer was d
tected and only a;2 nm interface layer was produced. Th
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rms roughness increased with thickness, reaching a m
mum of ;1 nm. We then grew another film at2250 V; we
still found a 4 nm-thick top layer, but layering was much le
than in films previously grown at a similar bias. Furthermo
Davis, Knowles, and Amaratunga11 analyzed samples pre
pared at2300 V with our single-bend FCVA by cross
sectional EELS and very uniform films were obtained~with
5-nm interface and 1-nm surface layers!. McKenzieet al.54

also reported layering in their FCVAta-C films, which they
attributed to plasma instabilities.

Further work has to be devoted to deeper investigate
relation between layering and plasma instabilities, and
feedback system should be required to minimize them. H
we just stress that heavy layering is not an intrinsic prope
of ta-C and that extremely uniformta-C films can be grown
at various bias voltages. There is no physical mechanism
can explain less dense layers of the order 10 nm at surfac
interface if the ion energy and current densities are kept c
stant. Backscattering from Si could contribute only in t
first 1–2 nm.

It is clear that a similar overall density andsp3 content
but different cross-sectional nanostructure could give diff
ent tribological, mechanical, electrical, and electronic beh
ior. This could explain the often contradictory behavior r
ported in literature. It is also clear that care should be ta
whenever surface sensitive methods are compared to
methods.

D. EELS effect of anisotropy of thesp2 bond
on the sp3 quantification in carbons

The sp2 ratio is deduced from the electron energy-lo
spectra by using the integrated intensity of the 1s-p* carbon
pre-K edge, normalized to an energy window, and referred
an equivalent ratio for graphite, assumed to have 100%sp2

bonding:9

sp25

F area~p* !

area~p* 1s* !G
sample

F area~p* !

area~p* 1s* !G
100%sp2 reference

. ~17!

Core-loss spectra in a STEM are taken from very localiz
regions. A highly convergent beam is used for a focus
probe and a large angular aperture is used to collect
maximum EELS signal. Thus the detected signal include
range of momentum transfers at various orientations.

The effect of the convergent probe used in the STEM
the effective cross section of the inelastic excitation has b
studied for isotropic materials55,56and quantified for uniaxia
anisotropy by Browning, Yuan, and Brown57 and Menon and
Yuan.35 For core-loss excitation we can assume«1;1 and
«2!1, where«1 and«2 are the real and imaginary parts
the complex dielectric function«. Thus Im(1/«)'«2 , so the
response of the material under a time-varying electric fiel
given by «2 . The imaginary part of the dielectric functio
can have different functional forms in different direction
such as in the case of a carbon atom withsp2 hybridization,
with uniaxial anisotropy. The angle integrated energy-lo
cross section is then35
xi-
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ds~a,b,g;E!

dE
5@X~a,b,g;E!«2

'1Y~a,b,g;E!«2
i
#pa2,

~18!

where a and b are the convergence and collection sem
angles as defined in Fig. 6 by the objective and collec
apertures.g is the angle between the localz axis ~e.g., thep
orbital at asp2 site! and the incident beam.E is the energy
lost. «2

' and«2
i are the components of the imaginary diele

tric function perpendicular and parallel to the anisotro
axis. The weighting factors of the two components,X andY,
are the projection of the momentum transfer along the p
cipal axis of the uniaxial crystal.X andY can be factored in
terms of the tilt angleg as35,36

X~a,b,g;E!5j01j1 cos2 g1j2 sin2 g, ~19!

Y~a,b,g;E!5j1 sin2 g1j2 cos2 g, ~20!

wherej i5j i(a,b,E) are aperture-dependent factors.
The first peak of theK edge is the 1s to p* transition

with momentum transferDq parallel to thez axis, and the
next broad structure is related to 1s to s* transitions with
Dq'z, which superimpose on an atomic, hence isotrop
ionization absorption edge. The quantity needed for thep*
peak area is the parallel weighting fraction

Y85Y/~X1Y!. ~21!

This quantity is proportional to the probability of excitatio
parallel to thez axis of asp2 bond, after spectrum normal
ization. Substituting Eq.~21! in Eq. ~18! and normalizing to
the isotropic angular detection factorZ5X1Y, we can write
the detected intensityI (E) as

I ~a,b,g;E!}@12Y8~a,b,g;E!#«2
'1Y8~a,b,g;E!«2

i .

~22!

Equation~22! shows that, as well as the obvious depende
of intensity on orientationg, I also depends on the conve
gence and collection aperture angles. For example, in gra
ite, with the beam parallel toz(g50), the set~0,7.2! mrad

FIG. 6. Scattering geometry in electron energy-loss spect
copy:k i andk f indicate the momentum of the incident and scatte
electrons;g is the angle between the localz axis (Z) and the inci-
dent beam;a andb are the convergence and collection semiangl
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and ~7.4,2.6! mrad for ~a,b! correspond toY850.897 and
0.306, respectively, i.e., to a factor of 3 change in
p* /(p* 1s* ) ratio.35 Menon and Yuan35 showed that there
is a choice of~a;b! called themagic anglefor which j1
5j2 , and thus, from Eqs.~19! and ~20!, X and Y become
orientation independent. This means that at the magic a
we can spin a graphite crystal in the beam without a
change of the normalized area of thep* peak.35

In a truly amorphous material we expect a random ori
tation ofsp2 sites, so that Eq.~22! must be averaged over a
orientations. However, this averaging does not eliminate
~a,b! dependence of thep* /(p* 1s* ) ratio, although we
expect much less change due to the random orientatio
sp2 bonds. The contribution to the spectra from each bo
will be weighted according to its orientationg. In the cylin-
drical coordinates defined by the beam, the averageY8 for all
the g is36

Ȳ85~ 1
3 j11 2

3 j2!/~j01j11j2!. ~23!

As j i5j i(a,b,E), it is clear that a residual dependence
Ȳ8 on the convergence and collection angles exists even
an isotropic distribution ofsp2 bonds. Thus the intensity o
theK edge for the samea-C sample depends, in principle, o
the particular experimental conditions.

The extra dependence of Eq.~22! on ~a,b! can be ex-
ploited to find a particular~a,b! set for which I becomes
independent ofg.35 The magic~a,b! can be calculated fo
each element. For our VG501 STEM, the convergence a
at the objective aperture of 7.4 mrad needs a collec
magic angle of 7 mrad. The closest to this optimum with o
setup are~7.4, 6.5! mrad, respectively, corresponding to
5% variation in the parallel weighting factor over ap/2 ro-
tation of g.35

Figure 7~a! compares the calculated variation of th

FIG. 7. ~A! Calculated comparison of the variation of th
weighting fractionY8 with collection semiangleb at incidence
semianglea57.4 mrad, for graphite~with g50° and 90°! and an
ideal isotropic 100%sp2 a-C. ~B! Calculated variation of the
weighting fraction along the path of the magic angle~i.e., for a
fixed a, the value ofb is fixed!.
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weighting fraction with collection semiangle at an inciden
semiangle of 7.4 mrad, for graphite~oriented parallel and
perpendicular to the beam! and for an ideal isotropic 100%
sp2 amorphous carbon with an isotropic distribution ofsp2

bonds. Figure 7~a! clearly shows that the magic angle is th
only situation in which the normalized area of thep* peaks
in the ideala-C and graphite correspond 1:1. Away from th
condition, the areas must be scaled by their respec
weighting fractions to be compared. Figure 7~b! shows the
calculated variation of the weighting fraction along the pa
of the magic angle~i.e., for eacha, the correspondingb is
calculated and fixed!. This shows that the calibration at eac
magic angle is not equivalent, but the corrections beco
significant~.5%! only for incidence angles over;7.5 mrad.

Berger, McKenzie, and Martin9 proposed to use as
100% sp2 reference the graphite standards in the form
combined test specimen for electron microscopy avera
over a large area, where they are randomly distributed. F
ure 7~a! shows that this standard is only slightly differe
from the magic-angle case. Alexandrouet al.58 proposed to
use C60 as a reference, which suffers from rapid beam da
age under electron beam. It is clear that an alternative
proach is to eliminate the orientation dependence comple
using a graphite sample and working at the magic angle.
the other hand, working away from the magic angle gives
differences with respect to the optimal conditions, result
in incorrect estimates of thesp2 fraction. The error increase
for a less isotropic distribution of thesp2 sites. In fact, even
if the reference and the sample are measured in the s
conditions, thesp2 values are correct only if they both hav
the same medium-range order.

Figure 8 shows a difference in thep* intensity for ata-C
sample measured at the magic angle and at low collec
angle. This demonstrates how the anisotropic nature of
sp2 bond is detectable even in ana-C, which should have no
preferentialsp2 orientation, as predicted by Fig. 7~a!.

The most important consequence of the anisotropy an
sis is that it opens the way to quantify orientation a
medium-range order~within the probe size! for the sp2

phase in carbon films and for anisotropic materials in g
eral. Measurements can be taken at different collect

FIG. 8. K edge ofta-C at the magic collection angle~6.5 mrad!
and at lower~4.7 mrad! and higher~13.5 mrad! collection angles.
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angles and theY8-vs-b line can be experimentally dete
mined. This line depends on the averageg of the sp2 phase
within the probe size and thus will allow a direct measu
ment of the average orientation of thesp2 phase.K-edge
measurements on fullerenes, nanotubes, and onions,
much more medium-range order thana-C will give lines in
the (Y8,b) space limited by the lines of graphite atg50°
and g590°. For those materials,~a,b! for the best TEM
pictures are usually not the magic-angle~a,b! necessary for
EELS. As an example, Fig. 8 also plots theK edge at 13.5
mrad, showing a slightly higherY8 with respect to the magic
angle. This, according to Fig. 7~a!, is an indication that the
sp2 phase even in as-depositedta-C, where limitedsp2

clustering is present, cannot be completely randomly dist
uted, but shows a slight average preferential orientation op
bonds parallel to the substrate. A similar result was deri
on another sample with on-axis and off-axis measuremen59

We also applied this technique to study samples deposite
high temperature and annealed after deposition. We fo
that high-temperature deposition leads to increasingsp2

cluster size with the average C axis parallel to the Si s
strate. On the other hand, samples annealed after depos
show a preferential orientation with the C axis perpendicu
to the Si substrate.60 The anisotropy analysis of carbo
samples will be discussed in detail elsewhere.60

It is now clear what the difference is between our mag
angle approach, giving;85%sp3 for a typicalta-C sample,
and that of Koskinen, Hirvonen, and Keranen,61 which gives
a lower 66%sp3 content. Theirsp3 fraction is lower due to
a scattering geometry far from the magic-angle conditi
They maximize the parallel momentum transfer for the r
erence sample, thus underestimating thesp3 fraction.

We finally consider the integration intervals forsp2

evaluation. Berger, McKenzie, and Martin9 showed that the
sp2 fraction reached a stable value for an energy wind
greater than;50 eV. On the other hand, Fallon62 showed
that with multiple scattering removal, thesp3 content was
stable after;10 eV. Menon and Yuan35 noted that the inten-
sity at 311 eV does not change with convergence and co
tion angles. Moreover, for a typical plasmon energy of

FIG. 9. sp3 fraction as a function of negative bias voltage f
ta-C films grown by our single-bend andS-bend FCVA’s. Data on
single-bend FCVA from Waidmannet al. ~d! ~Ref. 73!, Fallon
et al. ~s! ~Ref. 10!, Chhowalla ~Ref. 63! ~,, .; different coil
current!, Chhowalla stationary arc~Ref. 63! ~h!, and this work
~L!. Data onS-bend FCVA from this work~n!.
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eV, we expect the first significant contribution of multip
scattering around 310–315 eV. We thus suggest that the
ergy window should not extend to higher than 310–315 e
Choosing the interval 281–289 eV for thep* transition and
281–311 eV as normalizing window, the magic-angle gra
ite standard is 0.102.

The sp3 contents measured at the magic angle are
ported in Table I. Figure 9 shows that thesp3 fraction slowly
changes with ion energy for both the single-bend andS-bend
FCVA. This differs from Fallonet al.10 but agrees with the
smoother variation found by others.31,64 Thus thesp3 frac-
tion depends not only on ion energy, but also on other f
tors, such as deposition rate.31

E. EELS plasmon energy

The low-energy-loss spectrum in EELS is proportional
the energy-loss function, Im(21/«); « is the complex dielec-
tric function. In the free-electron limit,« is given by the
Drude model,46

«~E!512
Ep

2

E21 iEG
~24!

so

ImS 2
1

«~E! D5
Ep

2EG

~E22Ep
2!21~EG!2 , ~25!

whereG is the full width at half maximum~FHWM! of the
loss peak andEp is the plasmon energy:

Ep5\S nee
2

«0m* D 1/2

, ~26!

wherene is the valence electron density,«0 is the vacuum
dielectric function, andm* is the electron ‘‘effective
mass,’’m being the free-electron mass.

Our procedure is to measure the plasmon energy at
magic angle for theK edge. We will assess elsewhere t
possible anisotropy effects on plasmon energy.60

In general, increasing the collection semiangle induce
shift in the plasmon energy, which increases slightly with t
scattering vectorq.65 However, theq dispersion in a STEM
for our experimental setup is expected to be small, due to
double integration between 0 anda and between 0 andb; see
Fig. 6. In fact, the upwards shift can be ignored forb,uE

0.5

5(E/2E0)0.5, whereE0 is the incidence electron energy an
uE is the characteristic angle.46 (E/2E0)0.5 is ;12 mrad for
100 kV electrons and a typical 30 eV energy lost. We ve
fied this by collecting low-loss spectra for a range of colle
tion angles for ata-C and ana-C sample. We detected onl
a very small up-shift at the magic angle of 7 mrad, within t
experimental errors~,0.5 eV!. Thus, since we are discussin
a much larger density-change-driven plasmon shift on a r
tive coarse scale, we can neglect the plasmon energy
due to the experimental setup.

The mass density is derived from the valence elect
densityne by assuming that carbon contributes four valen
electrons, nitrogen five, and hydrogen one, to obtain
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ne512
rNA

MC
S 3XC14XN11

11XC113XN11D , ~27!

with XH512XC2XN . Thus, the mass density is given by

r5
«0

12\2NAe2 MCm* Ep
2 11XC113xN11

3XC14XN11
. ~28!

Equations~11! and ~28! for the mass density in XRR an
EELS have a similar form. In Eq.~11! the unknown param-
eters are the critical angleuc , the carbon fractionXC, and
the nitrogen fractionXN . In Eq. ~28! the unknowns are plas
mon energy,EP , the carbon fractionXC, the nitrogen frac-
tion XN , and the effective electron massm* . 4XN in Eqs.
~27! and ~28! arises from the assumption of five valen
electrons given by N. However, other groups propose to
three valence electrons,66 giving 2XN instead of 4XN in Eq.
~28!.

The approximations in Eq.~28! are worse than those i
Eq. ~11!. The weaker point of Eq.~28! is the unknown ef-
fective massm* , which arises from assuming a free-electr
metal. Som* has to include the effects of the neglected ba
gap ~see later!. Some groups empirically proposed to fitm*
so that the density of diamond~3.515 g/cm3! corresponds to
the observed plasmon energy, 33.8 eV.10,32 This givesm*
;0.85m. Other groups suggested to usem* 5m and thus got
;15% higher densities for the same plasmon energies34,4

Furthermore, Eq.~11! has a weaker dependence on H cont
than Eq.~24!, so the XRR density is less affected by a
error in the H content.

Let us consider approximations in Eq.~24! in more detail.
First, Eq.~25! reaches a maximum at

Emax'@EP
2 2~G/2!2#1/2. ~29!

Some groups useEmax instead ofEP . This results in a sys-
tematic 5–10 % underestimation of the mass density,
typical values ofEP andG.

The major approximation is that diamond and amorph
carbons are semiconductors with a band gapEG , while Eq.
~24! implicitly assumes them as metals. The binding ene
associated withEG introduces a restoring force that chang
the dielectric function as given by the Drude-Loren
model,12,1

«~E!511
EP0

2

~EG
2 2E22 iEG!

, ~30!

whereEP0 is thefree-electron plasmon energy. Thus the loss
function is

ImS 2
1

«~E! D5
EP0

2 EG

~EG
2 1EP0

2 2E2!21~EG!2 . ~31!

Comparing Eqs.~25! and~31! we see thatEP0 is lower than
the observed plasmon energyEP ,

EP
2 5EP0

2 1EG
2 . ~32!

Here, EG is the Penn gap, which is the average bonding
antibonding splitting,not the minimum gap.67,68 EG is 13.8
eV for diamond, compared to 5.5 eV for the minimum ga
and is quite large compared toEP0531 eV.68 For a typical
e

d

t

r

s

y

,

ta-C we find EP;30 eV, EG;11 eV, andEP0;27.8 eV,
while ETauc;2.4 eV. Since we take directly into account th
interband transitions inEG , the mass density has to be d
rived using Eq.~28! with m instead ofm* andEP0 instead of
EP . In fact, for diamond and a typicalta-C, EP0

2 is ;15%
less thanEP

2 . It is now clear why in the approach of Eqs.~24!
and ~25! one has to assume an effective electron massm*
;0.85m, while m5m* can only be used ifEP0 is known.
Thus, we formally definem* , the interband effective elec
tron mass, by the relation

m*

m
5

EP0
2

EP
2 . ~33!

How do we use this for amorphous carbons, whereEG
andEP0 are not knowna priori? In principle they could be
derived by fitting Eqs.~25! and ~31! to the same measure
Im@2«(E)21#. However, an EELS measurement does n
give the absolute Im@2«(E)21#, but B Im@2«(E)21#, whereB
depends on the precise experimental conditions, such as
lection angle, beam energy, and specimen thickness,
cannota priori be accounted for in a precise way~see Ap-
pendix!. Thus, withB unknown, the two fits adjust to satisf
Eq. ~32!, without giving physically significantEP0 andEG .

The concept of an interband effective mass is thus pra
cally very useful when we want to get the density fro
EELS. As XRR gives the total electron density and EELS
valence electron density, we can directly fit an avera
m* from our measured data onN free amorphous carbons
Figure 10 plots the reduced densities from XR
and EELS, D5rXRR(3XC11)(11XC11)21 against P
5MC«0(12\2NA)21EP

2 . If a unique m* exists, thenD
5(m* /m)P. We can fit data in Fig. 10 with a straight line o
slope 0.87. This shows that the density can be derived f
the plasmon energy for amorphous carbon films if we u
m* 50.87m. Indeed,m* 50.87m givesEP;33.4 eV for dia-
mond, within the experimental error of the measured val
Figure 10 would suggest a commonm* holds for all amor-
phous carbons and diamond. From Eqs.~32! and~33! we get

FIG. 10. Plot of D5rXRR(3XC11)(11XC11)21 against P
5Mc«0(12\2NA)21EP

2 . D andP are the reduced densities of ca
bon films from XRR and EELS, respectively. The linear fit gives
average interband effective electron massm* 50.87m.
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EG

EP0
5S m

m*
21D 1/2

,
EG

EP
5S 12

m*

m D 1/2

. ~34!

Thus, a constantm* implies that the gapEG is a constant
fraction of the plasmon energy. This is reasonable and
plies that a decrease of the plasmon energy is reflected
decrease in the Penn gap, or, in other words, the gap
creases with decreasingsp3 content.

There is an important corollary to the constantm* . From
Eq. ~30!, with «2(0);0 for a-C films, the dielectric constan
and refractive index at zero energy are given by

@n~0!#25«1~0!511
EP0

2

EG
2 5

EP
2

EG
2 ~35!

or

@n~0!#25«1~0!5S 12
m*

m D 21

. ~36!

Thus, a constantm* 50.87m implies that the refractive index
of amorphous carbons converges to the same value of 2.
E50. This is indeed observed. For example Lifshitzet al.69

and Chen and Zhao70 found thatn for a-C of different sp3

content converges ton(0);2.4– 2.8, withn(0)52.41 for
diamond. If the material becomes more graphitic,k(0) is
nonzero and son(0) will increase to give the same«~0!.

We can rearrange Eq.~36! to give m* /m51
2@n(0)#22, so from Eq.~35!

EP05F12
1

@n~0!#2G1/2

EP . ~37!

Thus, the zero-frequency refractive indexn(0) can be used
as an experimental correction factor to the measured plas
energy EP , obtaining a more accurate density evaluati
than using the fitted averagem* . In summary, the use of a
interband effective massm* in Eq. ~26! corrects for the pres
ence of a covalent band gap on the loss function. T
method includes inEG also the effect of any correction fac
tor used to allow for the effect of a finite Fermi energy in E
~35!.67,68

Although n(0);2.7 holds reasonably well for hydrogen
free carbon,n(0) falls to much lower values in polymeri
a-C:H.3,71 Typical values for aa-C:H with H.30% are
«(0);3 – 4 andn(0);1.8– 2.2. This means thatm* for
thesea-C:H films is less than 0.87. Nevertheless, the den
can be evaluated from Eq.~28! using the free-electron mas
andEP0 derived from Eq.~37! using the experimental valu
of n(0). To understand this, we have to consider the infl
ence of H introduction on the Penn gap and electron den
Introducing H intoa-C:H lowers the density andEP0 , but
raises the minimum optical gap~because it removes th
p-p* transitions!. Moreover, C-Hs-s* transitions lie at
similar energies to C-Cs-s* transitions, so the Penn ga
does not decrease with H introduction and is no longe
constant fraction ofEP0 . IndeedEG /EP0 increases with H,
thusn(0) declines andm* will decrease ina-C:H. Thus, the
fall in density of a-C:H with increasing H content is no
reflected in a proportional decrease ofEP . Plasmon energies
will overestimate the density using the averagem* .
-
a
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at

on
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.
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-
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a

Indeed, ina-C:H EP is never lower than 22–23 eV, but XRR
gave densities as low as 1.2 g/cm3. From the measuredn(0)
we can estimate the minimumm* for polymerica-C:H to be
;0.7 m.

On the other hand, Fig. 10 shows that the fittedm* repro-
duces well the densities ofta-C:H and of the graphitic
a-C:H. This again implies that the corrections onm* will
become important only for high-H-content polymerica-C:H.

We now consider the relationship between density a
sp3 fraction. Figure 11 shows the correlation ofsp3 content
to density forta-C andta-C:H films using our data, those o
Weiler et al.40 and Fallonet al.,10 scaled with our fittedm* .
The H content ofta-C:H is almost constant,;25–30 at. %.
Note that there is no commonsp3 density relationship for
ta-C and ta-C:H differently from that proposed by Weile
et al.40 ta-C:H densities reported by Weileret al. are 15%
overestimated due to the use ofm5m* .40 Our data from
XRR on similarta-C:H films indicate a maximum density o
2.35 g/cm3, comparable with the;2.4 g/cm3 obtained scal-
ing the original data of Weileret al.40

A linear fit of the H-free data gives

r ~g/cm3!51.9211.37~sp3 fraction!. ~38!

Equation~38! gives a density of;3.3 g/cm3 for 100%sp3

content, lower than diamond, but consistent with a rand
distribution of sp3 sites. The increase of density andsp3

fraction for a fixed H content is the main difference betwe
ta-C:H anda-C:H, where the increase insp3 fraction is ob-
tained through an increase in H content and thus a decr
in the density.ta-C:H with higher H content results in line
parallel to that in Fig. 11. On the other hand, a series
a-C:H films with increasing H content will result in a lin
with an opposite slope with respect tota-C or ta-C:H, as
schematically shown by the dashed line in Fig. 11.

For ta-C:H:N andta-C:N samples a good agreement wi
XRR was obtained using the fittedm* and five valence elec
trons, confirming in this case the factor 4XN in Eq. ~28!.
However, a systematic study on samples with different

FIG. 11. Correlation of the density andsp3 fraction for ta-C
and ta-C:H films, showing a near-linear dependence for the t
classes of films. We plot also the density of the polymerica-C:H
and of a series ofa-C:H with increasing H content@after Kleber
et al. ~Ref. 72!#. The dashed line indicates the trend of decreas
density with increasingsp3 and H content fora-C:H.
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content, N hybridization and Csp3 content is necessary to
confirm this. In fact, for Si3N4 the density could be derived
from plasmon energy assuming totally free electrons a
three valence electrons for N.66

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A wide variety of amorphous carbon films have been an
lyzed via XRR and EELS. XRR is shown to be the metho
of choice to measure their density and cross-sectional str
ture even for ultrathin films in the nanometer range. We ga
a formal definition of the interband effective electron mas
m* . Comparing XRR and EELS data we could fit a commo
averagem* for all amorphous carbon films and diamond
validating the jellium approach to the density from plasmo
energy. We have thus shown the consistent general relati
ship betweensp3 and mass density forta-C andta-C:H.

The cross-sectional structure of hydrogenated films
found to be quite uniform, with less than 1–2 nm interfac
and surface layers.ta-C can possess a heavy layering de
pending on the deposition conditions. However, layering
not intrinsic, but it is due to plasma instabilities in the arc
and uniform films can be grown. OurS-bend FCVA is found
to give the most uniformta-C films. Plasmon energy is con-
venient to get the average density of heavily layered film
when fitting of XRR data is difficult. We have refined the
method for calculating thesp2 content from the EELS car-
bon K edge, in order to make it independent of anisotrop
effects.
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APPENDIX

In principle, the better way to getEG is to perform
Kramers-Kronig1,46,73~KK ! analysis of the low loss and then
fit EG from «2(E)5Im@«(E)#. However, an EELS measure-
ment does not give the absolute Im@2«(E)21#, but
B Im@2«(E)21#, whereB depends on the precise experimen
tal conditions, as stated in Sec. III E. In practice the KK
method is not very simple, due to the zero-loss removal a
necessity of boundary conditions and sum rules for analys
The sum rules ultimately setB, which, if known, allows a
d

-

c-
e
s

n-

is

-
s
,

s

y

.
.

.

-

d
is.

direct determination ofEG from the low-loss spectrum. Nev-
ertheless, it is convenient to expressm* as a function of
integral quantities, which could be less sensitive to extrap
lations or measurement errors than«~0! andn(0). We thus
consider thej th moment of the imaginary part of the dielec
tric function,«2(E):74

M j~«2!5E
0

`

«2~E!EjdE. ~A1!

From the KK relationships and the sum rules of the dielect
function we have74

EG
2 5

M1~«2!

M 21~«2!
, ~A2!

with

M1~«2!5M1@ Im~21/«!#5
pEP0

2

2
. ~A3!

From Eqs.~33! and ~34! m* is thus given by

m*

m
512F12

2M 21~«2!

p G21

. ~A4!

Alternatively, from Im(21/«) and the KK relations,1 we get

EG
2

EP
2 512

2

p
M 21F ImS 21

« D G , ~A5!

which gives

m*

m
5

2

p
M 21F ImS 21

« D G . ~A6!

Note that Eqs.~A4!–~A6! do not give any more informa-
tion than Eq.~36! if « is derived by a KK analysis from
low-loss data. In fact, when doing KK analyses one has to
B.73 This is usually done fixing the refractive index at low
energy, but as discussed in Sec. III E, once we known(0)
and the plasmon energy, we can directly getEG and m* .
However « can be directly obtained by other optica
measurements,71 and thus integral relations such as Eq
~A4!–~A6! become more useful. More interestingly, a me
sure of total electron density with XRR and ofEP with
EELS can be used to derivem* . This gives an alternative
way to set the sum rules for the KK analysis. This also
lows for an independent check for optical measurements
low energy. Furthermore, fulfilling sum rules onM 21 is
more convenient than onM1 , due to the limitedE range in
high-resolution EELS measurements or optical measu
ments.
,
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